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Abstract. is paper introduces a software
prototype called ARPHA for on-board diagno-
sis, prognosis and recovery. e goal is to allow
the design of an innovative on-board FDIR (Fault
Detection, Identification and Recovery) process
for autonomous systems, able to deal with un-
certain system/environment interactions, uncertain
dynamic system evolution, partial observability and
detection of recovery policies taking into account
imminent failures. We propose to base the infer-
ence engine of ARPHA on Dynamic Probabilistic
Graphical Models suitable to reason about system
evolution with control actions, over a finite time
horizon. e model needed by ARPHA is derived
from standard dependability modeling, exploiting
an extension of the Dynamic Fault Tree language,
called EDFT. We finally discuss the software ar-
chitecture of ARPHA, where on-board FDIR is
implemented and we provide some preliminary re-
sults on simulation scenarios for Mars rover activ-
ities.

1 Introduction

Autonomous spacecraft operation relies on the adequate
and timely reaction of the system to changes in its op-
erational environment, as well as in the operational sta-
tus of the system. e operational status of the system
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is dependent on the internal system dependability fac-
tors (e.g. sub-system and component reliability mod-
els), on the external environment factors affecting the
system reliability and safety (e.g. thermal, radiation, il-
lumination conditions) and on system-environment in-
teractions (e.g. stress factors, resource utilization pro-
files, degradation profiles, etc.). Combinations of these
factors may cause mission execution anomalies, includ-
ing mission degradations and system failures. To ad-
dress possible system faults and failures, the current
state-of-the-art of the FDIR (Fault Detection, Identi-
fication and Recovery) process is based on the design-
time analysis of the faults and failure scenarios (e.g. Fail-
ure Mode Effect Analysis or FMEA, Fault Tree Analy-
sis or FTA [11]) and run-time observation of the sys-
tem operational status (health monitoring). e goal
is a timely detection of faults and the initiation of the
corresponding recovery action, often using static pre-
compiled look-up tables and basically concerned with
the execution of the safing actions to put the spacecraft
into a known safe configuration and transfer control to
the Ground operations.

e classical FDIR approach however, suffers from
multiple shortcomings. In particular, the system, as well
as its environment, is only partially observable by the
FDIR monitoring; this introduces uncertainty in the in-
terpretation of observations in terms of the actual system
status. Moreover, classical FDIR represents a reactive
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approach, that cannot provide and utilise prognosis for
the imminent failures. Knowledge of the general opera-
tional capabilities of the system (that should potentially
be expressed in terms of causal probabilistic relations) is
not usually represented on-board, making impossible to
estimate the impact of the occurred faults and failures on
these capabilities. Several studies have tried to address
these problems, some by restricting attention to manned
systems [12] or to systems requiring heavy human inter-
vention [9], some others by emphasizing the prognostic
phase and relying on heuristics techniques to close the
FDIR cycle [4]. A more formal approach to on-board
FDIR seems to be needed, having the capability to rea-
son about anomalous observations in the presence of un-
certainty, dynamic evolution and partial observability.
e main issue is to define a unifying formal framework
providing the system with diagnosis and prognosis on
the operational status to be taken into account for au-
tonomous preventive recovery actions. In this paper, a
formal model for knowledge-based reasoning based on
Probabilistic Graphical Models is proposed, with the
aim of enabling on-board FDIR reasoning. While the
final goal of the study will be to develop a demonstrator
performing proof-of-concept case studies for the inno-
vative FDIR element of an autonomous spacecraft, the
paper concentrates on the formal modeling, inference,
specification and design of an on-board FDIR archi-
tecture called ARPHA (Anomaly Resolution and Prog-
nostic Health management for Autonomy), designed
to address on-board reasoning about the impact of sys-
tem and environment state on spacecraft capabilities and
mission execution.
e paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 discusses is-
sues concerning modeling causal probabilistic knowl-
edge; Sec. 3 describes the functional requirements of
ARPHA included in the off-board and on-board pro-
cess, and introduces the DDN (Dynamic Decision Net-
work) model to be used for the actual FDIR analysis
by ARPHA; Sec. 4 describes the formal software archi-
tecture of ARPHA; finally, Sec. 5 presents a case study
evaluated using ARPHA in terms of diagnosis, progno-
sis and recovery.

2 Modeling Causal Probabilistic
Knowledge

Modeling probabilistic causal dependencies is one of
the main capabilities of Probabilistic Graphical Models
(PGM) like Bayesian Networks (BN), Decision Net-

works (DN) and their dynamic counterparts as Dy-
namic Bayesian Networks (DBN) and Dynamic Deci-
sion Networks (DDN) [5]. From an FDIR perspec-
tive, this class of models naturally captures dependen-
cies and evolutions under partial observability; more-
over, in decision models also the effect of autonomous
actions can be modeled and utility functions can be ex-
ploited in order to select most useful actions. For this
reason, we propose a formal architecture called ARPHA
based on the model of DDNs. DDNs are essentially
DBNs augmented with decision nodes and utility func-
tions. DBNs are, in turn, a factored representation of a
discrete time Markov process, where the global system
state is determined by the Cartesian product of a set of
discrete variables obeying to Markovian state transitions
(see [5, 7] for more details). Solving a DDN means
finding a sequence of decisions maximizing the total ex-
pected utility over a specified horizon; this means that,
in principle every algorithm for solving a Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) [10] can be adopted. However,
from an on-board FDIR perspective, globally optimal
sequences can be too hard to be obtained, both in terms
of time and computational resources. For these rea-
sons, DDNs are proposed as the suitable target model
for ARPHA, by adopting an on-line inference strategy
[10], where observations on monitored parameters are
processed as soon as they become available to the system.
is allows for the choice of a locally (i.e. at the current
time) best recovery action, given the current stream of
observations and the future possible states of the mod-
eled system, providing a tight connection between diag-
nosis, recovery and prognosis. Furthermore, by taking
into account both the current “belief state” of the sys-
tem (summarizing the history of the system uncertain
evolution) and the effects of the recovery actions on fu-
ture system states, the task of preventive recovery can be
addressed.

Even if the ARPHA architecture is designed as an
on-board inference engine, it has to rely on a suit-
able off-board modeling phase, producing the model
on which on-board inference has to take place. As
mentioned before, the target model on which ARPHA
works is a DDN, which is however a class of models
unfamiliar to most reliability engineers; they are usu-
ally more familiar with other formalisms and techniques
supporting classical FDIR task like Fault Tree Anal-
ysis (FTA). However, Fault Trees (FT) [11] are lim-
ited to model systems with independent binary compo-
nents (i.e. characterized by the “ok-faulty” dual behav-
ioral modes, failing independently from other compo-
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nents in the system). For this reason, several extensions
have been proposed, either to address specific stochas-
tic dependencies as in Dynamic Fault Tree (DFT) [3]
or to allow the modeling of “multi-state” components
[2]. Concerning the off-board process of ARPHA we
have proposed to extend the formalism of DFTs to an-
other formal modeling language called Extended Dy-
namic Fault Tree (EDFT) [8]; in this extension, a gen-
eralization of both Boolean components to multi-state
components, as well as a generalization of the stochastic
dependencies allowed by the DFT formalism are intro-
duced. e idea is to provide the modeler with a for-
mal language able to express, in a FT-based style, a set
of complex component interactions, while being at the
same time, suitable for a general FDIR analysis. e
proposed approach is then to compile a DDN (subse-
quently transformed into a DBN for analysis) from the
input EDFTmodel, and then using a suitable algorithm
for on-line inference to perform the FDIR task.

3 Specification of ARPHA

e ARPHA architecture puts emphasis on the on-
board software capabilities; however, as we mentioned
before, an off-board processing phase is necessary, in or-
der to provide it with the inputs and the needed oper-
ational model. Fig. 1 summarizes the basic scheme of
the ARPHA on-board reasoning process, involving the
interactions with the off-board processing phase.

3.1 Off-board process

e off-board process starts with a fault analysis phase
concerning some basic knowledge about the system
faults and failures, together with some knowledge about
environmental/contextual conditions and their effects
and impacts on the system behavior (possibly either

nominal or faulty). is phase is aimed at construct-
ing (by standard and well-known dependability analysis
procedures) a first dependability model that we assume
to be a DFT. Starting from this first analysis, the DFT
model is enriched with knowledge about more specific
system capabilities and failures, with particular atten-
tion to the identification of multi-state components and
stochastic dependencies not captured at the DFT lan-
guage level. e aim is to generate an EDFT repre-
senting all the needed knowledge about failure impacts.
During this phase, both knowledge about external ac-
tions (like plan actions) or control actions (useful to
perform recovery) can be incorporated into the EDFT
model.

e EDFT produced can then be compiled into a
DDN: the compilation process is essentially based on
the compilation of a DFT into a DBN (whose details
can be found in [6]), with the addition of the compila-
tion of stochastic dependencies not captured at theDFT
modeling level (that can be mapped into suitable condi-
tional probability entries of the variables concerning in-
puts and output of the gate), of external actions (that can
bemapped into specific nodes, assumed to be always ob-
served as evidence) and of control actions/policies (that
can be mapped into states of a decision node). To com-
plete the DDN, the analyst specifies the utility func-
tion by identifying the set of relevant variables, and by
building the corresponding utility table taking into ac-
count such variables and the control actions available.
e DDN is then transformed into a DBN for the anal-
ysis, by creating nodes for the actions of the modeled
policies (i.e. each policy will be evaluated by instanti-
ating such nodes, then computing the expected utility
through DBN inference). Next sections will detail such
aspects.

ADDNModel Characterization for On-board FDIR

As introduced in Sec. 2, DDN models are good candi-
dates for addressing the innovative FDIR issues men-
tioned in Sec. 1. For this reason, ARPHA assumes
a particular DDN model as the operational model on
which to implement the whole FDIR algorithm. Since
ARPHA is intended to provide FDIR capabilities to
an autonomous device, interacting with an Autonomy
Building Block (ABB) setting and executing a given
mission plan, we assume the following characterization
concerning DDN nodes:
1) Observable nodes:
- Plan nodes whose values (states) are the possible ac-
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tions the planner can execute: these nodes are assumed
to be always set by the ABB;
- a decision node Recovery whose values (states)
are the possible recovery and control policies the au-
tonomous device can execute¹; - a set of Sensor Nodes
representing possible measurements from the device’s
sensors which in turn can be: ContextNodes representing
contextual or environmental conditions; Finding Nodes
representing monitored device parameters such as mea-
surements of specific system variables.
2)HiddenNodes: representing internal state conditions
of the system which are not directly measurable. A sub-
set of hidden nodes are identified as Diagnostic Nodes
and represent variables target of the diagnostic process
(see in the following).

e network high-level scheme of the DDN model
used by ARPHA is shown in Fig. 2. e scheme en-
codes the following general assumptions: time is as-
sumed to be discrete with a discretization step of∆ time
units; contextual information influences system internal
state within the same time slice; both plan as well as re-
covery actions have influence on the future system state
(i.e. on system variables at the next time slice); system
state transition model is then determined by plan and
recovery actions and the current state²; the utility func-
tion to be optimized, in order to choose the best recovery
action, depends on the chosen recovery action and the
system state determined by the action.

¹For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all possible recoveries
are the values (states) of a single decision node. Actually, such states
can represent recovery policies, that is set of atomic actions. So, setting
a value (or state) of the decision node, means setting a specific recov-
ery policy, which means in turn to set values to every model’s variable
involved in the policy. is will be more clear in the following.

²is is the standard assumption about state transition in MDP.

Inference Approach

In ARPHA, we decided to implement the DDN anal-
ysis by resorting to Junction Tree ( JT) inference algo-
rithms [5]. In this class of algorithms, once the JT struc-
ture is obtained, one can get rid of the original network,
so another role of the off-board process is the genera-
tion of the JT from the DDN. It is worth noting that
a specific instantiation of the decision node will trans-
form the DDN in a DBN; in particular, given the ac-
tions/commands composing a policy, DBN nodes can
be associated to such actions/commands and the instan-
tiation of a given policy (i.e. the state of the decision
node) can be obtained by suitably setting instances of
such DBN nodes. In ARPHA, we implemented a para-
metric JT-based inference strategy: the Boyen-Koller
(BK) algorithm [1]. e algorithm depends on some
input parameters (set of nodes) called “clusters”; accord-
ing to the clusters provided it can produce approximate
inference results with different degrees of accuracy. In
particular, if the input is a unique cluster containing all
the so-called “interface nodes” of the DBN, the BK al-
gorithm performs exact inference (see [1] for the de-
tails). e main reason for implementing approximate
inference is that, in case of network models which are
particularly hard to solve with exact inference, a reason-
able approximation can trade-off time/space complexity
and quality of the results³. Since the inference proce-
dures will be performed on board, the JT will be the
actual operational model undergoing analysis by the on-
board process of ARPHA, with diagnosis, recovery, and
prognosis purposes, as we will see next.

3.2 On-board process

e on-board process operates on a JT as actual opera-
tional model, receiving evidence from both sensors (for
contextual as well as finding information) and the ABB
(for plan actions); it is intended to produce recovery ac-
tions (to be translated into autonomous control action
commands), as well as diagnostic and prognostic indices
(see Fig. 1). We refer to the following characterization
of the FDIR process:
- Diagnosis at time t: a belief state on the set of diag-
nostic nodes D at time t, i.e. the posterior probability
at time t of each d ∈ D given the evidence (from Plan

³e assumption is also that, since the networks used by ARPHA
have a reasonable number of observed variables (i.e. each relevant sys-
tem component is a sensored component and sensors have a high ac-
curacy), then the approximation error is bounded by conditioning on
the next set of observations during a temporal inference.
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F . e UML use case diagram of ARPHA.

F . e UML state-chart diagram of ARPHA.
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and Sensor Nodes) up to time t;
- Recovery at time t: choice of the “best” policy r from
Recovery node at time t, given the evidence up to
time t;
- Prognosis at time t ′ from time t < t ′: the belief state
of set D at time t, given the observations up to time t

(and possibly plan information up to t ′ if available);
We also define the following notions:
- Discretization step: the time interval ∆ between two
consecutive inferences;
- Mission Frame: the time interval concerning the anal-
ysis, starting from an initial time instant t0, ending in
a time instant tf and discretized into intervals of width
∆, i.e. MF = [t0, t0 + ∆, . . . , tf − ∆, tf].

e UML use case diagram in Fig. 3 represents the
main functionalities of ARPHA. e actors that inter-
act with ARPHA are the following:
- System Context: it represents memory area that con-
tains data received from sensors and configuration of
system;
- Autonomy BB: it represents an autonomy building
block dedicated to plan execution and plan generation.
- Event Handler: it represents the manager of events
receiving from ARPHA the id of the policy to be per-
formed to recover the system.

ARPHA cyclically (at each time step) performs the
following sequence of use cases:
- Observation Collection: it periodically retrieves data
necessary for on-board reasoning. More specifically,
ARPHA periodically checks the current mission time:
if the mission has just begun, then ARPHA loads the
initial version of the on-board model from the System
Context; if a new mission frame has just begun, then
ARPHA retrieves the long scale sensor data (available
for the whole mission frame), still from the System
Context. At each time slice, sensor and plan data are
then retrieved from the System Context and the Auton-
omy BB respectively. Both kinds of data are converted
in form of observations concerning the variables of the
on-board model.
- Current state detection: observations are loaded into
the on-board model; then, inference is executed by JT
propagation. Inspection of the probabilities of the di-
agnostic variables can provide the diagnosis at the cur-
rent mission time. e possible system states are Nor-
mal (no anomalies or failures are detected), Anomalous
(an anomaly is detected) or Failed (a failure is detected).
-Reactive Recovery: this kind of recovery is performed if
the current state detection returns a Failed state. After
having incorporated the current evidence in the diag-

nostic phase, for each available recovery policy (i.e. for
each possible state of the recovery node), the policy itself
is loaded (propagated) into the on-board JT; this actu-
ally means to set a specific value to the DBN variables
affected by the policy itself. e expected utility of each
policy is then computed by setting in the JT the cor-
responding evidence and by propagating it. e policy
with the maximum expected utility is then determined;
such policy is converted into a sequence command to be
executed by the actuator components (possibly at differ-
ent times), which are then delivered to the Event Han-
dler for the execution.
- Future state detection: if the current state is Normal,
then the time horizon t ′ for prognosis is determined and
JT inference is performed with a time step of ∆ until t ′,
by considering plan information at each time step as ev-
idence.
- Preventive Recovery: this kind of recovery is performed
if the current state detection returns an Anomalous state,
or if the future state detection provides an Anomalous
or Failed state. e choice of the best recovery policy
follows the same approach applied for the Reactive Re-
covery use case, but according to a certain time horizon
if the preventive recovery is a consequence of the future
state detection.

e operations performed inside each use case are
represented by the UML state-chart diagram in Fig. 4.

4 Design of ARPHA

e software architecture of ARPHA is composed by
the following components represented by the UML
component diagram in Fig. 5:
- Main: it implements the main program capabilities
and controls the other components;
- System_Context_Manager: it implements functions
dedicated to retrieve and manage data contained in Sys-
tem Context;
- Autonomy_BB_Manager: it implements functions
dedicated to interface the Autonomy BB in order to ob-
tain plan data;
- Observation_Generator: it converts sensor data and
plan data into observations to be propagated into the
on-board model (i.e. the JT); in particular, it maps each
sensor with the corresponding variable in the model and
sets the variable value according to the sensor reading
(possibly performing discretization if the sensor reads a
continuous value);
- JT_Handler: it implements propagation of observa-
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tions and actions into the on-board model, it computes
the expected utility and gives the current or future belief
state;
- State_Detector: it examines the current or future belief
state in order to detect the current or future state of the
system respectively (Normal, Anomalous, Failed);
- Policy_Evaluator: it manages the evaluation of the best
recovery policy;
-Event_Manager: it manages the Event Handler, in or-
der to send the action to be performed;
- Logger: it implements the logger capabilities.
e Main component coordinates the components in-
volved in each use case, while the core of the architecture
is the JT_Handler component: it implements the BK
inference algorithm with the goal of providing the pos-
terior probabilities over the variables of interest to the
other components that need them (e.g. State_Detectors
and Policy_Evaluator). e Logger records all the proba-
bilistic computations performed by the JT_Handler and
can then provide such logs to Ground when requested.

5 A Case study

An example case study we have used to test ARPHA
concerned the power supply system of a Mars rover,
with a particular attention to the following aspects and
their combinations: power supply by the solar arrays,
load, power supply by the battery, a set of possible anal-
ysis scenarios.
Solar arrays. We assume the presence of 3 solar arrays,
namely SA1, SA2, SA3. In particular, SA1 is composed
by two redundant strings, while SA2 and SA3 are com-
posed by three strings. Each solar array can generate
power if two conditions hold: 1) at least one string is
not failed; 2) the combination of sun aspect angle, op-
tical depth, and local time (day or night) is suitable. In
particular, the optical depth is given by the presence or
absence of shadow or storm.

e total amount of generated power is proportional
to the number of solar arrays which are actually work-
ing.
Load. e amount of load depends on the current ac-
tion performed by the rover.
Battery. We assume the battery to be composed by three
redundant strings. e charge of the battery may be
steady, decreasing or increasing according to the cur-
rent levels of load and generation by the solar arrays.
e charge of the battery may be compromised by the
damage of the battery occurring in two situations: all

the strings are failed, or the temperature of the battery
is low.
Scenarios. We are interested in 4 failure or anomaly
scenarios. Each scenario can be recovered by specific
policies:
S1) low power generation while the sun aspect angle is
not optimal. Recovery policies: P1) suspension of the
plan in order in order to reduce the load; P2) suspension
of the plan and change of inclination of SA2 and SA3 in
order to try to improve the sun aspect angle and conse-
quently the power generation (the tilting system cannot
act on SA1).
S2) low power generation while the optical depth is not
optimal. Recovery policies: P3) movement of the rover
into another position in order to try to avoid a shad-
owed area and improve the power generation as a con-
sequence; P4) modification of the inclination of SA2
and SA3, retraction of the drill, and suspension of the
plan.
S3) low battery level while drilling. Recovery policies:
P4) as above; P5) retraction of the drill, suspension of
the plan.
S4) low battery level while the battery is damaged. Re-
covery policies: P4) as above.

5.1 DBNmodel

e off-board processing phase has produced, starting
from an extended fault tree analysis, a DBN model to
be suitably compiled in the operational JTmodel for on-
board reasoning (see again Fig. 1). In particular the final
DBN (Fig. 10.a) has the following features:
Solar arrays. e variables representing the function-
ing or the failure of basic components or subsystems,
are binary; for example, StringSA11 and StringSA12
represent the state of the redundant strings composing
the solar array SA1, while StrinsSA1 represent the state
of the set of strings. e variables modeling environ-
mental conditions are binary in order to represent the
presence or the absence of such conditions; this is the
case of the variables Storm and Shadow influencing Op-
ticalDepth, and the variable Time (day or night). e
variable AngleSA1 representing the sun aspect angle of
SA1 is ternary (good, discrete, bad). e fact that the
combination of OpticalDepth, Time, AngleSA1 allows
or compromise the power generation by SA1, is repre-
sented by the binary variable SA1perf. Such variable,
together with StringsSA1, influences the binary variable
PowGenSA1modelling the presence or absence of power
generation by SA1. e solar arrays SA2 and SA3 are
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F . e UML component diagram of ARPHA.

modelled in the same way. e variable PowGen is in-
fluenced

by PowGenSA1, PowGenSA2, PowGenSA3. e size
ofPowGen is 4 in order to represent 4 intermediate levels
of power generation depending on the number of solar
arrays generating power.
Load. e size of the variable ActionId is 8 in order to
represent 8 actions of interest in the model (in this ex-
ample actions may concern either the plan or the recov-
ery). Such variable influences Load whose size is 5 in
order to represent 5 intermediate levels of power con-
sumption according to the action under execution. e
variable Balance is ternary and indicates if PowGen is
equal, higher or lower than Load.
Battery. e state (working or failed) of each redun-
dant string composing the battery is represented by
BattString1, BattString2, BattString3, while the state of
the set of strings is modelled by BattStrings. e vari-
able Temp is ternary and represents the temperature of
the battery (low, medium, high). Temp and BattStrings
influence BattFail representing the damage of the bat-
tery. e variable Trend indicates if the battery charge
is steady, increasing or decreasing, according to Balance
and BattFail. Four intermediate levels of battery charge
are represented by the variable BattCharge.
Scenarios. e variables S1, S2, S3, S4 are ternary in

order to represent the states Normal, Anomalous and
Failed in each scenario (the Normal state indicates that
the scenario does not currently occur).

In the DBN, each variable has two instances, one for
each time slice (t, t + ∆). If a variable has a tempo-
ral evolution, its two instances are connected by a tem-
poral arc (appearing as a thick line in Fig. 10.a). Still
in Fig. 10.a, the observable variables appear as black
nodes; the values coming from the sensors (and the re-
covery policies) will become observations for such vari-
ables during the ARPHA cycles and the inference anal-
ysis of the model.

5.2 Executing ARPHA

In order to perform an empirical evaluation of the ap-
proach, ARPHA has been deployed in an evaluation
platform composed by a workstation linked to a PC
via Ethernet cable. A rover simulator has been in-
stalled on the workstation. On the PC we installed
the TSIM environment, emulating the on-board com-
puting hardware/OS environment (LEON3/RTEMS),
and the ARPHA executable. Sensors data and plan data
that simulator provides are the following: optical depth,
power generated by each solar array, sun aspect angle of
SA1, SA2, SA3, charge of the battery, temperature of
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*** MISSION STEP: 0 (MISSION TIME 11)***
*** Diagnosis ***

Propagate PLAN STREAM
0:ActionId:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :1:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :2:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:3:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :4:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
Propagate SENSORS STREAM
0:OpticalDepth:1 0 :0:PowGenSA1:1 0 :0:PowGenSA2:1 0 :0:PowGenSA3:1 0 :0:AngleSA1:1 0 0
:0:AngleSA2:1 0 0 :0:AngleSA3:1 0 0 :0:BattCharge:0 0 0 1 :0:Temp:0 1 0 :0:Time:1 0 :
NO FAILURE Pr{S1=2} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2=2} = 0.30000000 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3=2} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4=2} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1=1} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2=1} = 0.30000000 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3=1} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4=1} = 0.30000000 (0.99000000)

STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
## Prognosis ##

NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.38482874 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.56793149 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00720536 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.01865137 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1#=1} = 0.08852395 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2#=1} = 0.14727087 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3#=1} = 0.10020495 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4#=1} = 0.27252826 (0.99000000)

FUTURE STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
*** MISSION STEP: 2 (MISSION TIME 63)***

*** Diagnosis ***
Propagate PLAN STREAM
1:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :2:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :3:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:4:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :5:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
Propagate SENSORS STREAM
1:OpticalDepth#:1 0 :1:PowGenSA1#:1 0 :1:PowGenSA2#:1 0 :1:PowGenSA3#:1 0 :1:AngleSA1#:1 0 0
:1:AngleSA2#:1 0 0 :1:AngleSA3#:1 0 0 :1:BattCharge#:0 0 0 1 :1:Temp#:0 1 0 :1:Time#:1 0 :
NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000)

STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
## Prognosis ##

NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.31664297 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.27930299 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00421664 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.01022689 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1#=1} = 0.06083531 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2#=1} = 0.07766408 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3#=1} = 0.09709793 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4#=1} = 0.24639760 (0.99000000)

FUTURE STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
*** MISSION STEP: 2 (MISSION TIME: 124) ***

*** Diagnosis ***
Propagate PLAN STREAM
2:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :3:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :4:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
5:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :6:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
Propagate SENSORS STREAM
2:OpticalDepth#:1 0 :2:PowGenSA1#:1 0 :2:PowGenSA2#:1 0 :2:PowGenSA3#:1 0 :2:AngleSA1#:0 1 0
:2:AngleSA2#:0 1 0 :2:AngleSA3#:0 1 0 :2:BattCharge#:0 0 0 1 :2:Temp#:0 1 0 :2:Time#:1 0 :
NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4#=1} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000)

STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
## Prognosis ##

NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.40137030 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.28233399 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00411488 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.00981223 (0.99000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S1#=1} = 0.07227470 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S2#=1} = 0.07607630 (0.59000000)
NO ANOMALY Pr{S3#=1} = 0.09682351 (0.99000000) NO ANOMALY Pr{S4#=1} = 0.24128415 (0.99000000)

FUTURE STATE SYSTEM ”NORMAL”
*** MISSION STEP: 3 (MISSION TIME: 187) ***

*** Diagnosis ***
Propagate PLAN STREAM
3:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :4:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :5:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:6:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :7:ActionId#:0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 :
Propagate SENSORS STREAM
3:OpticalDepth#:1 0 :3:PowGenSA1#:1 0 :3:PowGenSA2#:0 1 :3:PowGenSA3#:0 1 :3:AngleSA1#:0 1 0
:3:AngleSA2#:0 1 0 :3:AngleSA3#:0 1 0 :3:BattCharge#:0 0 0 1 :3:Temp#:0 1 0 :3:Time#:1 0 :
NO FAILURE Pr{S1#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S2#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.59000000)
NO FAILURE Pr{S3#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000) NO FAILURE Pr{S4#=2} = 0.00000000 (0.99000000)
Pr{S1#=1} = 1.00000000] >= 0.99000000

STATE SYSTEM ”ANOMALOUS” (1)
## Preventive Recovery ##

Policy to convert: P1
policy_observation_stream : 4:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :5:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :6:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:7:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :8:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :9:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :10:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:11:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :12:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :13:ActionId#:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
Future inference 13
Utility Function= 0.4736
Policy to convert: P2
policy_observation_stream : 4:ActionId#:0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 :5:ActionId#:0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 :
Utility Function= 0.0622
Best policy for Preventive Recovery is P1

F . ARPHA output.
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F . Power generation by the solar arrays during the mis-
sion.

F . Sun aspect angle during the mission.

battery, mission elapsed time, action under execution,
plan under execution.

We provide an example of ARPHA execution during
a simulated mission; for the sake of brevity, we describe
only the initial steps of the mission. In Fig. 7 we show
the profile generated by rover simulator for the power
generated by SA1, SA2 and SA3. Fig. 8 shows the sun
aspect angle related to the generation of the power gen-
eration profile in Fig. 7. Fig. 9 shows a graphical repre-
sentation of the plan.

Fig. 6 shows the ARPHA output assuming such mis-
sion profiles: at each mission step, the current sen-
sor data and plan are retrieved and converted into cur-
rent or future observations for the variables in the on-
board model. Such observations are expressed as the
probability distribution of the possible variable values.
For example, the “wait” action in the plan at the mis-
sion step 0, is converted in the probability distribution
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 concerning the variableActionId in the
same step. e first value of the distribution indicates
that the first possible value of the variable (0) has been
observed with probability 1. is is due to the fact that
ActionId represents in the model the plan action (or the

F . Plan executed by the rover during the mission.

recovery action). In particular, the value 0 corresponds
to the “wait” action. An example about sensor data is the
sensorpwrsa1 providing the value 17.39931 at themis-
sion step 0 (see Fig. 7). is values becomes the proba-
bility distribution 1, 0 for the values of the variable Pow-
GenSA1. In other words, PowGenSA1 is observed equal
to 0 with probability 1 at the same time step, in order to
represent that the solar array SA1 is generating power
in that step (the value 1 represents instead the absence
of power generation).

In the ARPHA output in Fig. 6, we notice that at
mission steps 0, 1, 2, the diagnosis (by model inference
at the current time) detects that the current system state
is normal. In other words, none of the scenarios S1,
S2, S3, S4 is detected. In the same steps, the prognosis
(by model inference at 5 mission steps in the future⁴ )
still detects the normal future state of the system. At
mission time 3, the diagnosis detects the scenario S1,
and in particular an anomaly (low level of power gener-
ation combined with a not optimal sun aspect angle). As
a consequence, the preventive recovery is activated and
the policies P1 and P2 are evaluated according to the
utility function specified in Fig. 10.b. is function as-
signs a coefficient (utility value) to all the combinations
of the variables ActionId and Balance. e computation
of the utility function returns 0.4736 and 0.0622 for the
policies P1 and P2 respectively. erefore the policy P1
is suggested as the best one to be applied.

6 Conclusions

We have presented ARPHA, a formal architecture for
on-board FDIR process for an autonomous spacecraft.
ARPHA aims at keeping as much standard as possi-

⁴e number of time steps for the prognosis can be set by the user.
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F . a) DBN model of the case study. b) Utility function for P1 and P2.

ble the fault analysis phase, by allowing reliability engi-
neers to build their fault models using an intuitive ex-
tension of the DFT language (the EDFT language),
being able to address issues that are very important
in the context of innovative on-board FDIR: multi-
state components with different fault modes, stochas-
tic dependencies among system components, partial ob-
servability, system-environment uncertain interactions.
ARPHA transforms the EDFT model into an equiva-
lent DDN to be used as the operational model for the
FDIR analysis task. On-board analysis exploits JT in-
ference, by transforming the DDN into a corresponding
DBN from which to derive the JT structure to be actu-
ally used on-board for on-line diagnosis, recovery and
prognosis. e formal on-board software architecture
of ARPHA has then been presented through UML di-
agrams. e architecture is currently under validation
on a set of case studies concerning the on-board FDIR
process applied to aMars rover. One of such case studies
has been briefly presented, showing the innovative capa-
bilities of ARPHA with respect to preventive recovery.
ARPHA has been designed as part of the ESA/ESTEC
study TEC-SWE/09259/YY called VERIFIM (Verifi-
cation of Failure Impact by Model checking).
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